Minor Stroke may not be a Mild Stroke
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Minor Strokes may not be Milder

Intravenously administered tissue plasminogen activator (IV-tPA) remains the only approved drug therapy for achieving arterial recanalization in patients with acute ischemic stroke (AIS). However, numerous contraindications need to be carefully excluded before initiating the thrombolytic therapy [1]. Some of these contraindications are based on expert opinions and not founded in good science.

One important contraindication for withholding IV thrombolysis is in patients presenting with mild or minor stroke. The benefits of IV thrombolysis in this subset of AIS patients are not clear. Accordingly, patients presenting with mild stroke, especially when showing rapid clinical improvement, are often excluded from systemic thrombolysis. Although, it was not explicitly mentioned as a contraindication, the pivotal NINDS trial included only 58 patients with mild strokes. Interestingly, 2971 patients with mild or rapidly improving strokes were excluded from thrombolysis [2]. At that time the investigators most likely believed that the mild symptoms were unlikely to result in poor outcomes and risk-benefit ratio of IV-tPA might be too high. However, subsequent studies provided contradictory results. In the American Heart Association "get with the guidelines" study of 1092 hospitals comprising of 93,517 patients arriving to the hospital within 2 hours, 29,200 (31%) were not treated with IV-tPA solely because of mild/improving stroke. It is important to note that 28.3% of these non-thrombolysed cases could not be discharged to their home and 28.5% could not walk unaided at the time of hospital discharge [3]. Similar unfavourable outcomes were reported from many other studies when patients with mild AIS were not thrombolysed [4,5]. A study on mild stroke patients showed that a proportion of patients with mild strokes or having rapid neurological improvement, if excluded from thrombolysis because of a 4-point improvement in their NIHSS scores, develop subsequent neurological worsening [6]. These figures strongly suggest that the ‘mild’ strokes should not be considered as ‘benign’.

One of the main reasons for the controversy regarding thrombolysis in mild AIS is the lack of a clear definition. Fischer and his co-authors tried to define the criteria for a mild or minor stroke. According to them it should be non-disabling acutely and have favourable short to medium term outcomes, be valid for various types of stroke patients, be valid for qualitative and quantitative dimensions, be useable in daily practice and should differentiate itself from TIA definitions [7]. Despite providing some clarity this definition is not easily translatable into a definition that can be easily used in a clinical setting.

The American Heart Association stroke guideline has loosely defined mild AIS as “minor and isolated symptoms that are not presently potentially disabling” [1]. This terminology is fraught with uncertainty as even though the vast majority of patients with potentially disabling symptoms will have NIHSS scores ≥ 4, certain patients, such as those with gait disturbance, isolated aphasia, or isolated hemianopia, may have potentially disabling symptoms although their NIHSS score is just [2]. Despite the dearth of good evidence, this is an important question as there is an economic element to this debate. In a study by khatri, she showed that treating mild strokes with IV-tPA could save up to $200 million in the United States alone [8]. In a recent meta-analysis of previous published studies, we have shown that patients with mild strokes derive benefit from intravenous thrombolysis without any significant increase in mortality [9].

While we await more definitive randomised clinical trials, up till the present, studies that have looked at mild strokes are limited by the number of patients. Moreover the controls that are used for comparison have frequently been extrapolated from previous trials which may not be representative of the outcomes that can be achieved with modern treatment. Current IV thrombolysis guidelines for mild or minor acute stroke are in need of revision to support the clinician who may feel that IV-tPA may benefit his patient but are limited as the situation falls outside the published guidelines. Violating the license for IV-tPA may not be legally viable in many countries. Therefore, the guidelines, which may not be based on evidence, should be re-evaluated as new evidence makes itself available.
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